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Through the use of modern technology, a Furman professor and his students
are helping to revolutionize the study of the classics.

Story and photos by Amy Hackney Blackwell

F

urman senior Esther Mosteller frowned at the computer screen.

scenes and episodes were passed around among singers and were familiar

"Professor Allen wrote that this Greek word on our manuscript

to audiences, but each performance was unique.

is written over an erasure," she said. She consulted the book on her desk,

The Iliad was probably composed orally sometime during the eighth

then pointed to the monitor. "But look at the UV image - the corrected

century BCE. The ancient Greeks believed it was the work of the great

text is actually half the line, and whatever the scribe erased was much

poet Homer, although today's classicists are not so sure.

longer than what we see now."
Christopher Blackwell, chair of the classics department, leaned over

But whether or not Homer actually existed, historians are fairly certain
that the story of the Iliad existed for centuries before it was written down

her shoulder to look at the screen. "You're right," he exclaimed. "Allen

in the fifth century BCE. Poets could always count on tales from the Iliad

must have been looking at the Comparetti facsimile. He couldn't see

to please their audiences, so the stories were recited often and passed from

what you can. That's a great discovery."
Mosteller smiled. She had just proven that within the world of classical
publications, all may not be as it seems.
Blackwell, Mosteller and two other students, Harry Briggs '09 and

singer to singer. Every version of the Iliad told the tale of Achilles and
Hector and the Trojan War, but the words were not always the same.
By the fifth century BCE, as the Greek world shifted into literacy,
the Iliad also made a gradual shift from oral tradition to written text.

James Lanier '08, were hard at work on a groundbreaking project

In many places, particular performances were captured in writing. As

revisiting the text of Homer's Iliad using new digital images of ancient

writing took over, the tradition of composition-in-performance began

and medieval manuscripts to verify the accuracy of accepted published

to die, and the singers were more likely to recite standard versions of the

editions. Their work is part of a much bigger project, led by Blackwell,

Iliad instead of extemporizing new ones. Some cities, such as Athens in
the sixth century BCE, even passed laws declaring one version of the Iliad

to revolutionize the study of the classics by using computers, digital
photography and digital information systems.
Now, it may be hard to understand why this would be necessary.
Lots of people have a copy of the Iliad on their bookshelves. And
the Iliad is the Iliad, isn't it?

to be the official version. Blackwell says, "Performances yielded transcripts,
transcripts became scripts, and scripts became scripture."
All ancient literature was copied and recopied by hand, however,
so changes crept in during the process. Sometimes scribes made mistakes.

Well, not exactly.

Sometimes they made "editorial" decisions, replacing one word with
another that they thought more "appropriate." Once a change appeared,
it persisted as future scribes copied the document. How could they know
that a word was different from what appeared in the original?

Iliad's odyssey
The

Iliad got its start as a story that people listened to for entertainment.

Ancient poems were not read; they were heard. Ancient poets didn't write;
they recited.
Ancient poets were performers, or "singers," who worked from memory

These changes happened to the Iliad many times over, both in its days
as a purely oral poem and throughout the ancient and medieval periods
when scribes regularly made new copies of the poem. But Blackwell notes
that the Iliad is an oddity among ancient works. Whereas most old texts
start with one original and become MORE varied over time, the Iliad has
done just the opposite, starting with many texts and becoming LESS varied.
Over the centuries manuscripts were destroyed or lost, but through

and composed while performing. They would tailor their work to suit the

good fortune and popularity the Iliad was copied frequently enough that

audience, the occasion and their own inspiration of the moment, and they

some complete manuscripts survived to be copied again. The existence

used building blocks like a jazz musician uses riffs. Half-lines, phrases,

of these manuscripts is what makes it possible to read the Iliad today.
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There are no ancient manuscripts of the

Nor are there any good photographic

complete Iliad still around. The best ancient

copies. The Venetus A was photographed

sources are fragments of papyrus containing

in 1901 by Domenico Comparetti and

a few lines and descriptions of the poem

printed as a facsimile edition, but with

written by other ancient authors. There are,

now-antiquated equipment. Comparetti's

however, several good medieval copies. The

images are fuzzy, and the smallest writing

best of these, and the basis for all modern

on the pages is completely illegible.

publications and translations of the Iliad,

T.W. Allen, author of the volume

is the Venetus A, which was compiled in

Mosteller was consulting at Furman, was

Constantinople around 970 CD.

one of those super-scholars. In the late

Homeric scholar Jack Mitchell calls the

1800s he made a tour of several European

Venetus A "a magical document, straight out

libraries to view their Homeric manuscripts.

of The Lord of the Rings." He notes that "the Venetus A is not only

During the first decades of the 20th century he compiled a list of variations

a beautiful book, it's a beautiful form of technology - lOth century

from these manuscripts and created what he thought to be a definitive

technology, but with a thousand years of evolution behind it. The man

edition of the Iliad. Scholars have accepted this version as definitive

who copied it - and it must have taken him a decade - clearly thought

for most of the past century.

he was making the ultimate Homer machine. And he was right."
The unknown Byzantine scholar who made the Venetus A included

The problem with compiling a print edition of the Iliad or any ancient
or medieval text, including the Bible, is that an editor must by necessity

not only the full text of the epic in ancient Greek but also a huge amount

choose only one version of the text. It's simply not possible to include every

of scholarly commentary by the ancient scholar Aristarchus, the pre-eminent

variant reading of every line. So when you read the Iliad on your shelf, you're

editor of Homer in his day. Aristarchus' own work is lost, but the com

actually reading a document crafted by a series of editors who, over the years,

mentary in the Venetus A is the next best thing- a set of notes that

have cherry-picked the words they liked the best from the many versions

show what Aristarchus was looking at when he edited the Iliad.

available to them. And without access to the medieval manuscripts,
scholars have been forced to rely on Allen's report of what he saw, with
no easy way to check his work.
No more. Several years ago, Christopher Blackwell and several

Research obstacles

colleagues from other institutions decided it was time to revisit the
Venetus A with modern photographic equipment and computer power.
Their work will make it possible for anyone with a computer to see

Classicists should be able to make great use of manuscripts like

and analyze the medieval manuscripts.

the Venetus A. These manuscripts offer lots of old resources to consult,
and setting the texts side by side should reveal where they vary.
Alas, it's not that easy. The medieval Iliad manuscripts are housed
in many different places, most of them in Europe. All are delicate, and
their caretakers don't allow them to circulate. Only super-scholars get
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Arranging access

to see the actual Venetus A, and then only for short sessions in the read
ing room of the Biblioteca Marciana, the old library on St. Mark's Square

When he's not teaching at Furman, Blackwell works with the Center

in Venice that has housed the manuscript for the past five centuries.

for Hellenic Studies of Harvard University, an institution in Washington,
D.C., that exists to further the study of the Greek classics.
Blackwell and CHS colleagues Greg Nagy, Casey Due and Mary Ebbott

Chrsi topher Blackwell scrutinizes an image from the Venetus A. Opposite:

were reluctant to accept the word of the scholars privileged to actually see

The Biblioteca Marciana houses many centuries-old books and manuscripts.

the medieval Iliads. They were even more reluctant to settle for a single
Iliad with all its centuries of tradition erased.

Previous page: The back of folio 100 of Venetus A: Marcia nus Graecus Z.
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Back in 2000, the CHS decided it was time to create a Homer Multitext.

Venetian librarians. They've taken care of this book for half a millennium

The Multitext, as envisioned by the CHS, would be an electronic compi

and weren't about to let us touch it until they were certain we would do

lation of various Homeric texts, freely available on a Web site. Anyone

the job right, once and for all."

interested in the Iliad would be able to look at the poem in all its incarna

Jacobs was duly engaged, along with several other British conservators

tions - ancient versions, medieval versions, lines written many different

and document photographers. The CHS also hired Manfred Meyers, an

ways. The Multitext would be the exact opposite of the tradition of

Austrian conservator, to design a book frame that could hold the manu

manuscript compilation that has been in force for the past 2500 years.

script safely while it was photographed. A team of computer scientists from

To make this happen, the CHS needed access to the existing manu

the University of Kentucky went along to make the three-dimensional

scripts. In May of 2007, Blackwell and a team of experts went to Venice

scans of the book, which make it possible to see the wrinkles and holes

to photograph the Venetus A.

in the old pages on the digital images.

Their goal was to photograph all the pages to create a perfect digital

Every day Blackwell and company set up shop in the upper reaches

image of the text, using lasers to construct a three-dimensional mathe

of the Marciana. To protect the book from light, heat and humidity,

matical model of each page and then digitally flatten each image. They

Jacobs insisted that the Venetus A be in a dark room occupied by no

would then use computers to make the text searchable and comparable

more than four people at a time. He and his colleagues flipped and

to other existing texts of the Iliad.

photographed each page.

This presented certain practical difficulties. The Venetus A is a giant
leather-bound tome containing 654 pages of tiny handwriting on vellum,

examined the digital photographs, making sure that they were legible

Out in the hallway, Blackwell and the other classicists carefully

made from goat skin. The pages are cockled from years of humidity

and compiling a list of areas that needed close-up shots to show more detail.

Venice is a wet place - and they're quite large.

They also selected images that they thought could be made clearer by being

Staff members at the Marciana are extremely protective of the
Venetus A. The only way they would agree to the proposal to photo
graph their treasure was if the CHS could persuade David Jacobs, head
conservator of the British Library in London, to handle the manuscript
and ensure that it wasn't damaged.
Blackwell says, "We spent seven years in conversation with the

photographed in ultraviolet light. UV light can make the surface of the
page glow, helping to reveal writing concealed beneath old erasures.
Within three weeks every page of the manuscript had been photo
graphed and the book was back in its safe. The CHS used its remaining
time in Venice to photograph two more manuscripts of Homer's, the
Venetus B and the Marciana 458.
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Blackwell cared for the data as if it were his own child. Every evening
he backed up the day's work on two hard drives and carried them home
with him. When he left Venice, he carried in his backpack the fruits
of seven years of planning - a hard drive containing digital images
of every page of the Venetus A

students - Harry Briggs, Esther Mosteller and James Lanier - received
Furman Advantage grants to continue their Iliad experience.
When T.W. Allen compiled his edition of the Iliad, he included
dozens of footnotes on each page. These footnotes listed alternate readings
to given words from different manuscripts. The Furman students were
responsible for compiling variants that Allen listed in five main manu
scripts of the Iliad: the Venetus A, Venetus B, Escorialensis 3 and 4
(both housed in the Escorial Monastery in Spain and yet to be digitized),

A student's discovery

and the Townley Manuscripts (from the British Museum, likewise not
yet digitized).
The students divided up the manuscripts. Each read through Allen's

Home from Italy, Blackwell spent the summer dividing his time between

footnotes, highlighting the places where he mentioned the five manuscripts

Greenville and the CHS, where he taught a seminar on digital informatics

with which they were concerned. They then noted changed words or

to classics graduate students. At Furman, he guided several undergraduates

phrases in an electronic file. By August they had produced electronic

through their work reconstructing the texts of particular manuscripts.

editions of all 24 books of the Iliad for each of the five manuscripts.

Blackwell's students had already worked on the Homer project during
the school year. Blackwell says, "We began with a grant from the Univer

What made this work a new and different contribution to the field
was that the students were able to consult the digital images of two of

sity of Houston and five students, most of whom had experience looking at

the actual manuscripts. Mosteller says, "Being able to see the Venetus A

manuscripts and working in XML [a software program] from their projects

and Venetus B has been invaluable. We were able to verify or correct what

in our New Testament Greek class a few years ago." For the summer, three

Allen had noted by looking at these images."
For example, the erasure that Mosteller found at the beginning turned
out to be a really big deal. According to Blackwell, his students were "the

David Jacobs, chief conservator for the British Library, prepares a page

first people since T.W. Allen to pay attention to this line on this manuscript.

for photographing. The staff of the Biblioteca Marciana insisted that Jacobs

They clearly saw more here than Allen did."

be involved before allowing the scholars to work with the Venetus A

14
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In Allen's edition of the Iliad, line 1 1.524-525 appears like this:

hnJLt[

ot Of OlJ aAAOL
L1T1TOL TE Kat avrni.

"The Trojans are driven in chaos, both the horses and the men."
"The Trojans are driven in chaos, both the horses and the others."
"The Trojans are driven in chaos, both the horses and themselves."
Blackwell suggests that this could reflect three different formulaic

Allen translates this line as "but the other Trojans have been driven
back in confusion, both their horses and themselves."
In his footnotes, however, Allen notes that "many other witnesses
to the text, ancient papyri and medieval manuscripts, have the line reading:

phrases, each of which could be useful in different situations. More
importantly, this shows that the tradition of Homeric poetry remained
flexible even into the lOth century CE - nearly a millennium after
the classical period came to an end.

'the Trojans are being driven in confusion, both horses and men'; some
of the witnesses say '. . . horses and others'; but the Venetus A once had
something else, which was erased and 'themselves' written over it."
So Allen must have decided that for his purposes, "both their horses

...

.
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Model for the future

and themselves" was the most accurate version.
Blackwell points out that, based on the access logs in the Biblioteca
Marciana, Allen could have spent only one day looking at the actual

At the end of the summer, the three Furman undergraduates traveled

manuscript of the Venetus A. He must, therefore, have compiled his

to Washington to spend a week at the CHS. They attended graduate

edition by looking at the 1901 Comparetti facsimile edition. Here is

seminars on the Iliad and saw their work in the context of the overall

how the line appears in the facsimile:

Multitext project. Lanier says, 'They treated us like renowned scholars,
though we were only undergraduate students."
In late August, Blackwell put the finishing touches on a Web
application that will make the Venetus A usable and free. It is posted
on the CHS Web site at www.chs.harvard.edu, where a user can see any
page of the manuscript in many levels of detail, including extreme close
ups. The user can also search for any line in the Iliad and see it as it

The dark smudge at the end of the last line is an erasure. It appears
that the word "autoi," or "themselves," was written on top.
But look at the same line on the new digital image of the same page:

appears in the Venetus A. Anyone with enough disk space can download
a complete set of the images, as all the project's data is freely available.
Jack Mitchell has described the Multitext team's work as "a model
for the future integration of text and image." Blackwell agrees and looks
forward to continuing his work with ancient manuscripts and computers.
He has been called in as a consultant on a project involving the Archimedes
Palimpsest, a lOth-century manuscript of seven of the Greek mathema
tician's treatises, and hopes to visit other Homeric manuscripts in Spain,
Greece and London.

It's clear that the erasure is longer than the word "autoi." In fact,
the phrase "te kai autoi" (or "and also themselves") is written on top

"We can best preserve these treasures of human culture by putting
them in as many hands as possible," Blackwell says. "It is the scholar's job

of whatever was removed. And whatever was written there originally

to do the work of transcription, translation and publication. It is everyone's

was much longer than the current phrase. What could it have been?

job to read and enjoy."

IF!

Blackwell offers three different translations, including or excluding
the erasure:

The author, a free-lance writer in Greenville, is the wife of Christopher Blackwell.
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